
Linux Systems Administrator
 
Who we Are:
TTotalSim are a leading Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) consultancy, providing fluid flow analysis and engineering 
solutions, product development and support to a range of engineering and manufacturing sectors. We also provide 
additional services related to all aspects of CFD including training, development, supply of hardware, 3-D scanning and 
aeroacoustic services.
Our broad customer base leads to a diverse range IT systems requirements, we pride ourselves in offering tailored 
solutions for each.
WithWith over 3,000 cores of computing power onsite and a rapidly growing hardware sales and support business, we are 
always looking to enhance the performance, availability and reliability of our bespoke systems.
 
The role:
TheThe aim of the role is to ensure the highest levels of service and systems uptime through proactive maintenance, focused 
response to arising issues and the long term planning and implementation of new systems, technologies and  
procedures. The Linux Systems Administrator is responsible for the monitoring and satisfactory resolution of the 
day-to-day technical support operations both internally and externally. The successful candidate will be self-driven and 
highly motivated to continually enhance our in house systems capability and our product/service level offering. You will 
bebe responsible for the day to day smooth running of the I.T for our busy office and you will play a pivotal role in supporting 
all departments in order to ensure that the office IT systems are run efficiently and effectively.

Role Requirements:
·         Provide general support within the company and to our external clients
·         Software installs and upgrades to key systems
·         Plan, test and implement new hardware, technologies and techniques
·         Line Management for at least 1 member of staff
·         Scripting and automation to improve efficiency of systems management
·         Knowledge sharing/mentoring to inte·         Knowledge sharing/mentoring to internal IT members
 
Personal attributes:
·         A passion for IT and all things tech related
·         A reliable, dependable, enthusiastic and pro active individual. 
·         Must be able to multi-task and prioritise workload
·         ·         Take ownership of issues and resolve them and as appropriate, know where to look for information to help with   
    diagnosis and troubleshooting
 
Preferred Skills and Experience:
·         Knowledge of installing, configuring and maintaining Linux systems. Previous experience with CentOS or other    
    redhat derivatives desirable
·         Experience working with Shell Scripting in Linux/Unix
·         Networking design and t·         Networking design and troubleshooting – Firewalls, switches, VPN, VLAN
·         Basic storage infrastructure knowledge, including RAID
·         Previous experience working with HPC and queuing systems desirable but not essential
 
What TotalSim Offer:
·         Continuous learning & personal development opportunities
·         Customised career path including business development opportunities
·         Holiday (25 + stat) + Flexible working·         Holiday (25 + stat) + Flexible working
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